
Create a Connected Field 
Service Experience with 
Appointment Assistant  
Real-Time Location
Give customers updates on  
the day of service. 



Connected field service is essential.

There’s nothing more frustrating for customers than having little visibility into their field service experience. 

They often don’t know when help will arrive, who will help them, and what to expect from the visit. 

Limit canceled appointments and customer no-shows.

Reduce contact center call volume.

Build trust with customers with real-time visibility into appointments.
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of customers still  
prefer in-person service  

to alternatives*

of field service professionals say it’s 
impossible to provide great customer  

service without full context*

79%77%

To keep customers in control every step of the way, you need a connected field service experience.  

From one platform, you can use your data to align your teams and deliver the personalized experiences 

that keep customers in the know. 

* “State of Service,” Salesforce, December 2020.

Deliver connected field service with  
Appointment Assistant Real-Time Location.

Appointment Assistant Real-Time Location provides updates to customers on the day of service. It’s  

an add-on product to Salesforce Field Service. With temporary location tracking, customers receive 

personalized notifications when their mobile worker is on the way. From a single field service platform,  

your field service teams can prioritize appointments and communicate with customers across digital 

channels to build a connected experience in real time. 

Feature Benefits



How Appointment Assistant Real-Time Location works.

Deliver hands-free communication.

With geofencing technology, mobile workers trigger a message to customers with a link to a 

map showing their location. Once they cross a predefined radius, such as three miles from the 

job site, a second text message is sent with their estimated time of arrival. Automation ensures 

mobile workers keep their eyes on the road and customers in the know. 

Give customers a heads-up. 

Build trust and confidence with customers by sharing their mobile worker’s expected arrival 

time, first name and photo, and en route location for safety and peace of mind. Customers 

receive their appointment updates automatically via email, SMS, or WhatsApp. 

A company that offers roadside assistance can use Appointment Assistant Real-Time 

Location to reassure members that critical help is on the way and inform them when to 

expect it if their car broke down or they need help with a flat tire. 

Improve first-time fix rate and reduce no-shows. 

Include safety guidelines and a list of steps customers should take to prepare for their mobile 

worker’s arrival. This improves the likelihood of a first-visit resolution, expedites service, and 

avoids the risk of no-shows. 

An insurance company surveying hurricane damage can alert customers that they need 

access to the basement to check water levels.  

Deepen your relationships.

Customers are busy with their jobs and family obligations. Appointment Assistant  

Real-Time Location offers customers convenience, control, and predictability on their  

preferred digital channels. 

With Appointment Assistant Real-Time Location, an automotive company can streamline 

the test-drive experience. When a customer makes an online appointment, it can trigger a 

workflow to check inventory availability, schedule cleaning, and get the car ready to drive. 



Unlock business value with Appointment Assistant  
Real-Time Location.
 

Give your field service team the information it needs to plan schedules, optimize resources, and see real 

business results.

Avoid canceled appointments and no-shows.
When customers delay or miss appointments, it results in lost productivity, engagement, and revenue. 

Appointment Assistant Real-Time Location ensures that customers know when mobile workers are on 

their way and what time they will arrive. It also provides visibility into last-minute customer cancellations to 

reduce truck roll, which saves money for your organization.  

Reduce call volumes.
When customers have a real-time view of their appointment status, you reduce the amount of calls into 

your contact center asking, “Where’s my tech?” This frees up substantial time in the contact center. 

Manage workloads.
With access to scheduling and optimization on a single field service platform, managers help their  

teams distribute their workloads throughout the day. This gives mobile workers more predictability into 

their schedules.  

Improve customer satisfaction.
Salesforce Appointment Assistant Real-Time Location adds a layer of transparency into the field service 

experience to build trust and customer satisfaction. Customers know who is going to ring the doorbell, 

when they will arrive, and how to prepare for the visit. 

A number of our road service requests result in cancellations. These no-shows prevent us 
from helping another member, who may be stranded. If we show up and the member isn’t 
there, we’ve already paid for fuel and resources. Salesforce Field Service can help us reduce 
cancellations or no-shows through appointments. We also anticipate it will help our customers 
reschedule appointments more easily, improving the overall member experience. With 
Salesforce Field Service, we expect to see value for both us and our members.

Scott VerBracken, 
Vice President of Automotive Services, AAA The Auto Club Group



Get started  
with Appointment 
Assistant Real-Time 
Location.
Ready to give your customers the connected field  
service experience they want? Hit the ground running  
in two weeks or less with Appointment  
Assistant Real-Time Location.

Salesforce Field Service, built on the world’s #1 CRM, empowers teams to 
provide a connected experience. By connecting the back office to the field, 
organizations can elevate employee interactions and exceed customer 
expectations. Meeting customers on their digital channel of choice with  
real-time appointment updates, mobile worker details, and virtual 
troubleshooting makes every moment memorable.

Because Salesforce Field Service is built on Customer 360, connected mobile 
workers can improve the customer experience by having the right data, 
regardless of cell signal, to deliver safe, proactive service. Dispatchers can 
optimize their daily tasks to quickly respond to last-minute changes while 
intelligently recommending parts to boost mobile worker productivity. With 
collaboration and visibility across the entire workforce, organizations can 
ensure customer relationships are built to last.

For more information, 
please visit salesforce.com/fieldservice.

Learn more

https://www.salesforce.com/products/service-cloud/features/appointment-assistant/

